
VERSYMMETRIC® TECHNOLOGY CARRIAGE CLEARANCE

TWO-POST
AUTOMOTIVE LIFT

THREE-STAGE ARMS SHUT-OFF BAR
Front and rear three-stage arms 
always allow perfect access to the 
pick-up points of the vehicle.

The lifting carriage has a rugged 
design with integrated grease 
fitting and optimal door clearance 
with a rubber guard on the carriage 
to protect the car door.

The safety shut-off bar prevents 
damage to the top of a vehicle, 
immediately stopping the lift when 
it is touched.

Combining the advantages of 
an asymmetric and symmetric 
lift, Versymmetric Technology 
improves ergonomics when 
placing the arms to lift the car.

JLT 3500 S
The John Bean® JLT 3500 Two-Post Lift 
provides versatility and convenience for 
service and repairs on vehicles up to 3,500 
kilograms. This two-post lift is equipped 
with Versymmetric® technology to combine 
symmetric and asymmetric lift adjustments 
into one piece of equipment, bringing 
flexibility to any service bay and maximizing 
efficiency and shop space.

The JLT 3500 ensures the safe lifting of a 
wide range of vehicles, from passenger cars 
to SUVs and transporters with a standard 
roof height. And Versymmetric technology 
gives you the freedom to service all of these 
vehicles from the same service bay.

SAFE PERFORMANCE 
EFFICIENT SERVICE



JLT 3500 S

• Extension Kit for JLT 3500 STD
• Secondary Control Box
• Holder for Pick-Up Pad Adaptors
• Pick-up Pad Extensions 3"  |  7,5cm
• Energy Station Air Supply - 230V 1Ph

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIESTECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Lifting Capacity 7.700 lbs.  |  3.500 kg

Configuration Versymmetric®

Overall Width 
Standard: 134"  |  341cm

Wide: 140"  |  356cm

Overall Height
Standard: 154"  |  390cm
Extended: 168"  |  427cm

Max Lifting Height 77,5"  |  197cm

Lifting Time 30 seconds

Power Requirements 400-415V 50Hz 3Ph

Air Supply Required N/A
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FIND A DISTRIBUTOR

Snap-on® Total Shop Solutions offers a wide range of garage equipment solutions for workshops, garages, car dealers, and tyre shops, thanks to the specific 
solutions provided by its portfolio of premium brands. John Bean is a brand of TSS and is committed to product innovation and improvement. Therefore, 
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